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Board of. Governors meet GSU
Jean Kalwa
PICKET SIGNS AND " CB" BUTTONS marked the January 9, 1975
Board of Governors meeting in the
Community Conference Room at
Governors State University. About 50
representatives of local unions of the
American Federation of Teachers were
on hand to urge the Board of Governors
to engage in collective bargaining with
faculty from the five schools in the
Board of Governors system. According
to the signs, elections among faculty
members of Governors State, Eastern
Illinios, Western Illinios, Chicago State
and Northeastern demonstrated clear
majorities in favor of collective
bargaining.
Jeffrey Ladd, Chairman of the Board

Teachers Union
pickets meeting
for collective
bargaining rights
PAGE 4

Mr. Ladd noted that he had already
received some correspondence concerning the issue and that he was
surprised to find that the letters be
received would seem to be more typical
of the kind written by business agents of
freight unions than by university
faculty members. Presumably because
there were no freight handlers in the
room , Mr. Ladd was not asked to explain exactly bow one might suppose
that letters written by university
professors ought to be different from
those written by freigh t uni<tn
representatives when both deal with the
vigorous expression of a wish to
bargain collectively.
.
Ladd pointed out that collective
bargaining cannot take place at the
present time because appropriate
legislation must first be passed by the
lllinios state legislature. Although the
Board of Governors is· legally able to
engage in collective bargaining now
with faculty members, no machinery
for negotiation to implement the

of Governors, recommended that a
subcommittee be established to study
the matter . fu his recommendation, - - - Cont inued on page four - -
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North Central Accrediting Association
sees lNhat trees GSU plants
J ean Kalwa
TWO MAIN EVENTS marked the
week of December 17, 1974 at GSU. The
first was the coming of the North
Central accreditation committee. The
second was the Semi-Greening of the
Hall of Governors. We all hope the
North Central visit will prove to be
more productive than the SemiGreening has so far .
For many months now, one of the
burning issues occupying the hearts
and minds of students, faculty and staff
has been trying to figure out the purpose for the large sand boxes in the
HaU of Governors. Some people assumed they were sup er-size ashtrays, thoughtfully provided by
the management for cigarette
butts , crumpled ice~cream .bar
wrappers and the tw1st-off nngs
from used soda cans. Another group
claiming to have the inside dope, swore
they were kitty-litter boxes for a
species of large and rather fierce
felines being bred for sinister scientific
purposes by a bunch of EAS students.
Now we know that none of the rumors
had any basis in fact. The sand boxes
are an integral part of a master plan to
turn the Hall of Governors into a
romantic jungle wonderland , a
charming bit of tropic paradise to take
our minds off the winter,bleak prairies
which stretch in every direction outside
U1e university walls.

It wasn't a bad idea. Nothing like a
touch of greenery to soften the hardedged concrete and rough-sawn boards
which dominate the decor. Unfortunately, the plants seem to be
dying. The trees seem to be dying. A
significant lack of green-thumbery
seems lo surrond the whole project.
This is all Ole more astonishing since
we have a number of recognized
experts in the plant-life sciences at
GSU.
Inevitably questions arose about the
project. In an effort to resolve some of
them. we talked to William
Wickersham, head of Building and
Plant Operations at GSU.
Our first question revolved around
timing. Why, we wondered, would
anyone schedule shipment of semitropical trees and plants for arrival at
GSU on a frost-bitten morning in midDecember? Some people concluded
that the frantic planting that Monday
was an attempt to dress up the place for
the arrival of the accreditation team
that afternoon. If that were true, it
would be understandable. We all want
to fix up the house when company's
coming. However, instead of rushing
precipit~tely into the permanen t
planting, might it not have been better
to rent a few palms and rubber trees for
the occasion? Mr. Wickersham assured
us that the arrival of the trees and
shrubs at virtually the same time as the

North Central group was a complete
coincidence. However, he for one was
pleased because it saved the university
U1e expense of renting temporary
plantings or otherwise covering up the
sand boxes.

The GSU land-use policy statement
requires the use of plants native to this
area wherever possible. While this has
been done in planning the exterior
continued on page 4

University Assembly seeks

petitioners, candidates
and your vote.
The annual University Assembly
elections will be held next month, with
the new Assembly being seated at its
February 27th meeting. The term of
office for most new positions is two
years. The vacant positions are as
follows :
1 faculty seat from EAS
1 faculty seat from BPS
2 faculty-at-large seats
2 student seats from BPS
(1 seat is 1-year term)
1 student seat from EAS .
1 student seat from CS
1 student seat from HLD
2 support personnel seats
3 civil servjce personnel seats
(1 seat is 1-year term)
PETITIONING to become a candidate will begin on Monday, J anuary
201 1975, at 8:30 a.m_ All jnterested

persons should obtain a petition trom
the Office of Communications or from
Student Services. Petitions are to have
signatures of 5% of the constituency
£rom which the candiate is running.
These petitions should be returned to
Communications or Student Services no
later than 8:30a.m., Monday, February
3, 1975. Names will appear on ballots in
order of time of filing completed
petitions.
ELECTIONS will be held from
Wednesday, February 5, 1975, to
Saturday, February 8, 1975, at a centrally located ballot box. Polls will be
open from 11:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Wedl)esdjly through Friday and from
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Saturday.
Voting will be by preferential ballot.
fi you have any quest1ons,- please
contact Pam Madsen, University
Aseembly secretary, at extension 2345.

~-
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Credo: To boldly go where no other newspaper has gone before
In-pursuit of honesty. fairness and truth In all that we publish.

Mugged
A Letter To The Editor...
LAST WEEK THE B.O.G. met in the Community
Conference Room at G.S.U. It was an open meeting so I
took the opportunity available to me and attended the
meeting. I was impressed by signs that professors
from the various Illinois State schools were displaying
in favor of Collective Bargaining as follows:
89%"of the faculty of Chicago State Uruversity
68% of the faculty of Governors State Umversity
59% of the faculty of Northeastern IlL University
58% of the faculty of Eastern lli. University
71% of the faculty of Western ill. University
These percentages represent 1313 B.O.G. Faculty in
favor of Collective Bargaining. During the meeting a
motion was presented allowing the faculty a right to
elect a faculty representative to represent them. The
motion failed.
As a student at G.S.U. I believe that the faculty
shoUld be allowed representation (a union) for the
following reasons:
1. The raising of tuition will be contained by union
members.
2. There will be more unity within the university.
3. Students will have their individual needs taken into
account.
4. Classes will be smaller... "set" sizes.
5. More faculty will be hired.
6. Faculty morale will be raised. It is currently at an
all time low.
7. The budgeting of university funds will not be
controlled solely-by the administrators as is currently
the practice.
It seems to me that collective bargaining practices
insures the employees of any organization their rights
in a more humane way than would ordinarily be attainable. This is a proven fact. wt~en employees do not
have any means to collectively bargain, they are at the
mercy of their employer with no recourse but to
comply with the demands of their employer and
management rulings. This, then, becomes
autl}oritarian and very undemocratic in the basic
structure and employees are just tools·in the hands of
the management.
It takes a lot of bargaining; it takes a lot of "give"
from both sides to make an organization work. It is in
my best interest (as a student) to see unity and feel
security at Governors State University. I am totally for
Collective Bargaining for our professors and hope that
these ends will be realized in the near future.
Sincerely,
Janet Gordley

TimeOut .
Student A: "Hi, I'm new here. Could you tell me
what time it is?"
Student B: "Sure, I've been here awhile. Let's see
now; the clock in building E says it's 7:10, building F
says it's 4:00, the one in the back of the library says it's
5:20, the one in thefrontof the library says it's 8:45, the
one in building D says it's 10:30.
Student A: "So, what time is it?"
Student B: 'LJudging from the sun, I'd say it is
noon!"
You want to know what time it is? Me too. I went
around the university today trying to get the clocks
fixed, and everyone seems to have a different excuse
as to why they can't be set, the people at BPO, the
president's secretary, a man in the offices downstairs
on the first floor, everyone! And it's frustrating!
There is one way to get the clocks set right though.
Everyone seems to pass the buck back to BPO and Mr.
Wickersham. If enough people take the time while here
on campus to call this guy at ext. 2181 and ask for the
time, maybe be will get the message.
Just make one call whenever you can, while here, to
this guy. Use any office phone. Remember, the
squeaky wheel gets the grease!
Glenn Germany

HAVE YOU NOTICED the absence of
those little blue coffee mugs in the
cafeteria? Rick Morris has and so has
U1e lNNOV A'FOR. We talked briefly
with Rick about the disappearance of
the mugs and other eating utensils.
Morris told the INNOVATOR that out
of an order of over 900 mugs there is
now approximately 540 or so lert. The
estimated cost of replacing the mugs is
placed at $599.40. During our
conversation Rick said; " I can't
understand why people would resort to
such a practice, especially when we are
supposed to be a place where this
shouldn't happen. It is better to drink
from a mug than from a paper cup."
Responding to several complaints
over the quality of foods served: Rick
quips: " lf anyone has a problem with
U1e quality or variety of foods or
services they should write a note
containing name, phone number and
leave il with the cashier. We will make
every attempt to correct whatever the
complaint they might have." So lets
return all those mugs folks L

Mullinix Is coming
back. Watch out for
her witty words of
wisdom.
Herbert
Williams won't you
please come home.
ALLEGED ABUSES by the Armed
Forces in recruitment bas led a
Governors State 'University professor
and students to investigate the
allegations.
.
Youth and those that serve them such
as teachers and counselors are told to
be wary of promises made by
recruiters, according to the study
published in the Personnel and
Guidance Journal.
Unfortunately, says the article, many
youth sign up for specific military duty
trusting in the word of the recruiter or
the recruitment contract, and
discovering that neither is binding on
the military.
Dr. Michael D. Lewis and Phyllis
Warren stale in their paper that many
of these abuses can be avoided by
taking pressure off recruiters for
quotas, avoiding the word contract, a nd
utilizing the word agreement.
Also, more objectivity on the part of
educators would be helpful when
requests are made by the military to
present workshops in schools, they say.
"The military," states Dr. Lewis,
"should be viewed like most other
employers with a few exceptions, one
being once in, you just can't quit."
Dr. Lewis is a professor at Governors
State University and Ms. Warren is
doctor of jurisprudence and also a
student.

The old ways of living
are now fast fading
A new way of life
many voices saying
Right human relations
are now on the rise
Love is glory
and all love is wise
Lama Virtuos Disposition

WHAT IS THERE TO SAY when someone who has
shown so much love and warmth suddenly vanishes
from your life. One thing you know is that you will
surely miss all those good vibrations that they bring, to
your life and the lives of other people; but it hurts just
the same: parting is joy as well as pain!!
Creamoulia Brown is leaving Governors State
University. She started working at the university in
February of 1972. Her position at that time was clerk
Ill. She did not have the academic trappings or
diplomatic trivia of - "formal education'' yet she
touched people. She moved the chaos in their minds
concerning the whys and whats and how to do it. For
that she is especially talented:
"Cree" as friends know her elevated herseH to the
position of personnel assistant #1 in July of 1972. She is
a very warm and sensitive person of a family of five.
Continuing to-express high energy and spirit, Cree in
August of 1972 was promoted to the position of cashier
Nl. All the while she is also helping others here at GSU.
Cree was a leader in the fight to give more
representation to civil service workers and the
struggle to organize a credit union.
Yes;- there are many things one could say about
Cree. None of it would be bad. And if it was, then that
person obviously did not know her, because she has
shown and presented herself as that type of person who
is both concerned and necessary to and for all of the
GSU community. Through her personal knowledge she
enriches those she draws around her, through her
professional expertise she accommodates.
Yes, there is much more one could say about her. Yet
in spite of all the pressures ·and negativism exerted
upon her by the " un-innovative and un-humane
elements apparent, she stood firm and determined in
her conviction that the most important thing at this
university is its people and how they are treated. For
this thought she will be surely missed! ! GSU again you
appear to use and then abuse. You might not know it
now but you needed what only Cree can give. Your loss
is comj)Ounded by the fact that no one will be able to
replace ber.
Creamoulia (Cree) Brown we sho' gonna miss you.
We wish you the success you so righteously deserve. Go
forth and continue to spread joy-your special joy
around the world. The INNOVATOR staff says: you
are the only sunshine in the joint and you must believe
me when we say ain't no sunshine cause you're gone.
Farewell because friends never say goodby.

INNOVATOR Staff
Editor-In-Chief.. .•.. ••.•• . • .• ••• Robert A . Blue
Managing Editor ...• o • • • o Anthony C. Wardynskl
News Editor. o o o • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • Tom Mandel
Buslneu Manager o • • • • • • • • • Herbert C. Williams
Proofreader•• • •••••••• •• .••••••• • Jean Kalwa
Secretary •••••••••••••••••• Velvet Farrington
Photo Journalist • •••••• •• •••• Lloyd DeGrane Jr.
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GSU chess team
shoots high.
comes out on top.
Bill Whited

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
HAS WON its first national title. The
G.S.U. chess team captured the small
college tiUe with a score of 5 out of a
possible 8 Learn match points to win the
small college liUe of the Americans at
the recent Pan American
Intercollegiate championships. Losing
only to California/ Berkeley and Penn
Stale ''A". Governors Slate drew
Prmcelon and San Diego State and beat
everyone else. GSu sent two teams to
the Pan-American at Louisville this
year. The "A" team consisted of Dan
Vasto <HLD>, Wall Milbratz <EAS I,
Walt Brown <EAS) and John Siadak
<HLDL The " B'' team consisted of Bill
Whited <EAS l, Pete Connor (EAS), Jim
Condron I BPS) and Charles Rangel

Looking up a t stardom,
GSU has far come.

(BPS). The"B" team scored for 4 out of
a possible 8, a remarkable score given
the fact that they were handicapped by
two players who had to leave a day
early and a last-minute substitution
who was playing in first tournament.
Added to this was a quirk in the rules
which resulted in the team being
overrated as well. Best individual score
was achieved by Walt Brown, who went
7-1 and lied for a board prize. Everyone
performed well, and GSU is _now
recogmzed as a national power in
chess. The Chess Club is open to aU
students and meets Monday nights in
Park Forest. Plans are being made for
regular meetings at school as well as
expanded tournament schedule. For
inore information. contact Bill Whited,
J im Condron or Dan Vasto.

Mass Media mushrooms in ·CCS
THE STUDY OF MASS MEDIA at
Governors State has been given a boost
beginning with the January/ February
session. Following the recommendations of an Intercollegiate Task
Force on Communications. the study of
mass media will be concentrated in the
College of Cultural Studies and consist
of production, theory and research.
Concerned with the total m~
communication process, both as
science and art, as recommended by
the task force and approved by the Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Mass
Media will be an area of emphasis
\vithin the interdisciplinary Popular
Culture program in the College of
Cultural Studies.

Joining the Mass ~1edia faculty in
Popular Culture will be Dr. Mel
Muchnik who leaves his position as
Director of Communications to assume
full-time facuny duties, and Dr.
Frederick Isaacson, who shifts from
the Communication Science program in
the College of Human Learning and
Development. The two new additions to
the CCS faculty join Dr. Bethe Hagens,
who is a cultural anthropologist and
Coordinator of the Popular Culture
program, Dr. Dave Wight who has been
offering modules in the history,
creation and production of film, and
Profes sor Paul Schranz in
photography.
Prior to coming to GSU in 1971, Dr.

Muchnik was on the faculty of
the Dep!lrtment of Mass Communication at the University of Denver
for six years. In Denver, he received a
student/ faculty award as one of ten
outstanding faculty on the University
campus' which as a total faculty of
about 450. He has professional experience 'as talent, writer, producer
and director at radio and television
stations in Washington, D.C., Denver,
as well as the world-wide English
language service of the Voice of
Amerir11
Dr. Muchnik received his B.S. in
psychology, and M.A. in radio and
television from the University of
Maryland, and his Ph.D. in speech-

Ne\N BPS S.A.D. \Nants to
maintain unique communications
DEAN AUSTIN OF CBPS APPOINTED GREGG
DEBARTOLO AS NEW SAD EFFECTIVE JANUARY
1, 1975. GREGG SPENT TWO YEARS AT TRITON
COLLEGE BEFORE REGISTERING AT GSU S-0
SESSION 1974. HE WAS FORMER STUDENT
ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT om-1974) AND WAS
THE FIRST STUDENT MEMBER OF ILLINOIS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD (1973-1974). HE IS
AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT IN PUBLIC
SERVICE EXPECTING TO GRADUATE SPRING
1976.
As a new Student Assistant Dean in the College of
Business and Public Service, I'm looking forward to
helping lo maintain the unique communications
process experienced between the students. faculty, and

administration.
This communication process has made possible the
positive attitudes and innovative direction that has
been characteristic of the College of Business and
Public Service since its inception.
Any students interested in becoming in the direction
of the College by spending a few hours a month on one
of BPS's policy stop in and see me, my office hours ~or
J-F Session are:
Mondays: 3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Thursdays: 4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Fridays: 12:00 noon - 3:00p.m.
Also first Saturday of each month 11:00 a.m.- 2:00
p.m.
Gregg DeBartolo

communication from the University of
Denver. His areas of specialty include
radio and television production. mass
communication law, public broadcasting, and cable communications
systems.
Dr. Isaacson came to Governors
State in 1973 joining the Communication
Science faculty in the College of Human
Learning and Development. He has
several degrees in speechcommunication receiving his B.A. and
M.A. at San Francisco State College
and his doctoratefrom the University of
Denver. His areas of study and
teaching include media history, visual
literacy persuasion, and futuristic
studies in media. In addition, he bas
been coordinating a number of general
media classes including an introductory module in mass communicaton.
Other learning modules that Dr.
Isaacson has coordinated are Mass
Media Now and the Twenty-first
Century, Research in Visual Literacy,
and Interdisciplinary Research
Methods in Media Communication.
To be developed in the Mass Media
Contlnuedon page 10

February 19, 1975
Mr. John Fremer of Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey
"Critt-riuii·Kt·fl'rt'tll't' \lt•,tHtn>s- l'lw ~talt' of I Itt• \rt"
Sponsored by Research & Innovation in the
Community Conference Center.
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U of M Bookstor
explains book

meets
GSU

buying rip-oft
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process exists. Such regulations or
guidelines must be forthcoming from
the legislature.
Felicitas Berlanga, member of the
Board of Governors, moved that the
Board resol ve to engage in collective
bargaining as soon as appropriate
legislation to implement negotiation is
passed. Ladd and others felt that
passage of the motion would imply a
positive position in favor of collective
bargaining which was inappropriate
and better deferred until a subcommittee such as proposed by Ladd
had submitted a report. Ms. Berlanga's
motion was defeated 3-5. The motion to
establish a subcommittee to study
collective bargaining with faculty at
Board of Governors institutions passed,
and this subcommittee is to submit a
report at the next regular meeting of
the Board.
Suzanne Prescoll, Ph .D. , Ghairperson of the GSU local of the American
Federation of Teachers and members
of the HLD faculty, was reached for
comment after the meeting. Dr.
Prescott and the AFT-GSU Steering
Committee view this meeting as an
encouraging step forward, since the
Board of Governors had previously
considered tabling the issue indefinitely.
When asked about the next steps to be
taken by the unions, Dr. Prescott said

that faculty members would be
pressing for an early r eport by the
subcommittee. She noted that the next
Board of Governors meeting is
scheduled for February 12 and 13 at the
LaSalle Hotel in Chicago. She urged
that all union members be there to
::ontinue to exert pressure by their
presence on the Board to act. Transportation to the meeting will .be
provided and members wishing to
attend are encouraged to call Dr.
Prescott for details.
In response to a q~t~on concerning
the longer-range goals orthe union, Dr.
Prescott replied that the basic thrust at
this time is to sign up as many
professors among the 2000 faculty now
employed by the BOG universities. The
general feeling is that collective
bargaining should begin to negotiate a
package representing the collective

concerns of all five schools in conjunction with separate negotiations at
individual campuses. The AFTFaculty Council-BOG ·is now in the
process of determining specific issues
of concern to all based on faculty input
from all five schools.
Becky Keller, student representative
on the Board of Governors from GSU,
was asked her views on the faculty
>.:ollective bargaining issue. Ms. Keller
remarked, " Historically, faculty
collective bargaining has meant an
erosion of the governance system
resulting in a loss of student rights."
However, she believes that "collective ., bargaining is here to stay," and she
would be willing to support facultymembers in their efforts to achieve it.
" However," Ms. Keller continued, "I
believe we must take steps to develop a
strong student position."

What trees GSU plants
Continued from page J
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lam.lscapmg development at GSU, Mr_
W1ckers ham sa id , the landscape
architeds. Johnson. Johnson and Ray,
apparently fell that the exotic varieties
chosen for these 1111crior plantings were
suitable.
Who is responsible. we asked, for
laking care of the trees now that they
have been planted? Not the Building
and P lant Operallons department, he
replied. The care and maintenance of
the plants is solely the responsibility of
the sub-contractor. The -plants are
covered by a warranty which assures
the Ultiversity that they will be replaced
without charge if they die within one
year. Who is the sub-contractor, we
questioned <thinking to call him up and
offer advice based on our success with a
wmdowsill full of philodendron !. There
IS no sub- contractor of record, Mr.
Wickersham informed us. The trees
were actually planted and are being
cared for by a nursery in South Holland,
but the actual contract for .the interior
planting project has not yet been let. No
one has yet been able to explain to us
why a firm would undertake to ship
trees and plants to the university and
then plant them without a valid
contract which would ii1sure their
getting paid!
l\1any have asked if any studies were
made before the plants and trees were
installed in the Hall of Governors to see
whether conditions there would be
favorable to the growth and well- being
of the species chosen. Every suburban
householder knows the perils of
transplanting trees.
Even the fraileSt fruit tree requires a
hole nearly as big as a grave to
accommodate the extensive root

Coral Gables, Fla.-H.P.)-Explait
that the University of Miami Books!
takes no part in determining a t~
book' s price, Bookstore Mana
George Mitchell said that " the b
companies have prices locked in."
"They send their representativ~
each professor and when he selects
book he wants, the company tells t,
the price. The biggest hangup I hav•
the students who complain that tt
were ripped off from the price of te
books. We must fight a reputation
are not responsible for.
"This is the biggest pain. Wbeneve!
student comes in to complain, I alwa
pull out the invoice and sbow him t
publishers' prices. He can't argue Wl
figures. The student gets the biggest 1
o£f not from us, but from the bo
companies."
Mitchell said " the 20 cent rise
some books is because or an increase
3 per cent in freight costs. We ord
2,200 titles. Of these, 75 per cent are m
textbooks. This accounts for the rise j
some books. Since we can't really he
the students in book pricing, we he
them with our other low prices. F
example , lamps, pens, ar:
backgammon sets are a few ite
currently on sale. These low prices be
to make up for the uncontrollab
textbook prices."

system most trees need to survi\
Those of us who dabble in house plar
know the ravages that modern forcE
air. humidity-draining healing syster
wreak on f1cus and diefenbachia. M
Wickersham assured us that studi
measuring all necessary factors sw
as temperature, humidity, miner
content of water, hours of ligl
exposure, etc., had been made prior
select111g the varieties and plantin
Presumably, these studies were und
the direction of the landscape archite
since apparently no scientists on t!
GSU facu lty were asked to participal
If all these studies were done,
asked. why are the trees dyinl
"They' re not dying," said M
Wkkersham. The leaves that ha•
[allen off. he continued, are merely U
rcsull of temporary transplantir
shock. It is not uncommon, he said,
see losses of as high as 50% fro
transplanting shock in plantin1
similar to the one here. Besides. I
went on. "the trees are alreac
recovering:· Then he led us into U
Hall of Governors for a closer look
the Java Fig trees. There were a fe
new yellow-green leaves on some of U
trees. and we share with M
Wickersham the hope that this meat
the trees will survive. We wish we cou
full>' share his optimism. We pointE
out the drooping mock-oranges in Ill
white planters near the windows. 1\I
W1ckersham agreed that these shrul
were not in very good shape. l:l
reminded us again that they were U
responsibility of the contractor. If tl
mock-oranges die, they will be rep lac
without cost to the university.
Nol all of share ·. the degree
reverence for life, both animal an
plant, which marks many members (
our community to their great credi
However. few of us can fail to b
sympathetic to the idea that a tru
humane individual or community doe
not undertake tbe res~onsibility o
having plants under orie's roof wilhou
laking adequate measures for thei
sun ·ival. Fewer still, in these Jet'
tighten-our-belt times, a re not affectel
by the prospect of the monetary wast•
111volved in the installation of a ve!J
expensive project which appears L<
many to ha've a good ~himce of bein!
doomed, even though the universit)
will not hAve to stand !he costs.
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Dr. David Curtis assigned
acting executive's associate
VR. DA V1D V. CURTIS has assumed a temporary assignment as acting
executive associate to the president of Governors State University. He has been
assistant vice president for research and innovation.
Dr. Gerald C. Baysore, assistant to the president, bas temporarily assumed
the position of assistant vice president for research and innovation, and will
assume management responsibility for computer utilization.
Dr. Curtis, in his line position reporting directly to the president, will meet
with and coordinate the functions and activities among the four university
wings, and work directly with the vice presidents, deans, and unit heads in
addressing specific problems and implementing university policies. For the
present, the university vlce presidents will be respons ible to the president
through the office of the acting executive associate.
Dr. Curtis joined Governors State University in 1971 as assistant to the vice
president of research and innovation. He had been dean of freshmen at St.
Lawrence University and research associate at the Center for Research and
Development in Teaching at Stanford University, and served as a Navy line
officer.

William Dodd acting on D.O.C.
WILLIAM H. DODD IS THE ACTING director of communications for the
university. Dr. MelvynM.. Muchnik, who was director of communications for
the university and university professor of communication in the College of
Human Learning and Development, will continue as chairman of the
committee for the dedication of Governos State University April20.
Dodd will assist the university president in development work and as
university professor of cultural studies in the College of Cultural Studies.
Dodd came to Governors State University in 1974. He was previously
educational planner and administrator for a college prep curriculum totally
integrated around concept of " urban," planner for the Illinois Consultation on
Etbnicity in Education, trainer for VISTA volunteers, and project director of a
training institute in community organi7ing.

Tulsi B. Saral elected to SIE
TRE SOCIETY for fntercultural Education, Training, and Research has
elected to its _roverning council Tulsi B. Saral of Governors State University.
The society is a professional association designed to serve the needs and
interests of teachers, trainers, and researchers in the intercultural, interracial.
and interethnic fields.
Dr. Saral will present ' 'Extending Consciousness Through Exploring Inner
Spaces" at the annUal meeting of the American Society of Group
Psychotherapy and Psychodrama in New York City in March.
Dr. Saral is university professor of communication science in the College of
Human Learning and Development at Governors State University.
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Steve Schcdn expressing the philosophy of "normollzotlon" In hb module
"Psychology of rnenfllll retordotlon."

Mental Re t a r d a f I 0 n I crue y
e

consti~ute

by Tom Mandel
.· ·- · - -~ - Mental Retardation: Mental, meaning mind. Retardation meaning :
10~
backward. Backward Minds.
·;
;
A word problem - society, or those people who believe they are acting with :
:
'
and for the authority of society to create words <symbols) to identify, define, '
isolate and separate things or events from others thereby creating the illusion
of differentness.
But aren"t the essential differences between people so great as to nullify
,
those so-callerl obvious differences? T~ke t.wo I?OOP1e and ask them what they
do. and how they do it. and how good they do it, and you'll find vast differences. 1 Retarded Children •
But we fight over color -opposite colors, no less. One man is black: one man is
Can Be Helped
white: so what's the difference? All the difference in the world, babe, and it's • • -- - - • ·
not just the color.
d
h
d
.
.
ed t
Society, that is what "society" is an not whalt e wor soc1ety 1s suppos
o
mean. seems to be overlooking one very essential part of itself - you. The
individual within society is not regarded by society as a whole. The one is not
one: only the greater one. the whole group or individuals is <obviously, they
say l what it is all aboul. That's like saying the individual does not exist. You
and l know better lhan that.
It probably would do little good now to define "individual'' and if we find ' ~~',fl
definition valueless, surely the individual's role is just as undefinable. But it , 'I'
•
'
might be extremely valuable now to define society, the World Community, as : .., ' " •
.
opposed to a group of "leaders" representing a larger culture group co-existing ·
•
;
with other groups having their own culture. Sounds like cliques to me.
We should talk about the gr~up of leaders. w~o _have become by ~eir actions, :
t
·;
as if gods. They control the hves of other mdlVlduals totally, as 1f they were ,
;

·

®·,

.

God.

: Retarded Ch•ldren

For example, among the groups of people separated because of "obvious" · Can Be Helped
-.

\

'-' - , . . ~ .....

•
I

exa~ple ignor~nt hat~.

difrerences, the retarded
the most glaring
of
Society views the mentally atypical person as mentalJy different, and smce this
difference cannot be " better than," it bas to be worse, hence, " retarded."
The intellectuals, obviously proud of the knowledge they have amassed
through years and years of study, cannot see even simple reality. Yet, we plod
on unceasingly with our "educated" verbiage. If it sounds "proper," it must be
"right."
Society has created the hell " retardates" live through simply by not
providing the culture intellectually or physically atypical people can fulfill
themselves in. Society separates the group from the "sufficient" calls them a
name, and, as at Willowbrook, throws them into a dormitory filled with steel
beds without any identity, sometimes drugged, sometimes naked, sometimes
with nothing. ''Wehave done our job," society shouts!
Society is people who run "Only what they want to run. If a situation is "dirty."
then the job becomes someone else's job-not thhe rdespot nsibility ofbsockie~t·h"Sthee
the doctor, he has the answer." But when t e oc or comes ac WI . e
solution, be hears. "Yes, but it's more important now that we defend ourselves
against war. "
Actually, like most other " mental disturbances," there are two kinds of
insanity - normal and abnormal. Which depends on who went to school the
longest. At least it seems that way. However, education can mean the wiping
away of lies -lies which must be pulled out by their very roots. Sometimes
that's all education means.
Most ot
Most of the problems mentally and physically insufficient people are having
have been the direct result o( lies. Improper usage of language has perpetrated
a host of misconceptions which have labeled the insufficient as " ~ick. ·~ :et is
we who. through our own insufficiencies, who have created the msufi1c1ents.
The criminal is not only "put away," be is sent to criminal school on top of it.
Who is sick and retarded now?
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MY BACK PAPERS is a
column/unculumn about things that
happen to me and to people around roe
as they relate to you. It is about
me/ unme and about others who have
made impressions upon m~whose
lives have impacted upon me and mine
upon their's. It is some of the most

Yeah
HE CAME to the party knowing he'd
be with friends who wanted to see his
gift. And he practiced, he got it ready
and he brought 11 out bt!fore a handful
who gathered about him.
His first song was picked for a friend,
because he knew that the friend liked
the song, and that was his special gift to
him. He didn't know how good of a
friend his friend was, until the friend
said: "Do it again" .
Everybody else thought that was a
compliment. but as his [ingers moved
over the twelve-stringed instrument, be
knew that his friend was saying; "You
and I both know you can do better. I've
heard you do it better".
His friend knew how to say that
without hurting him, because his friend
knows what it is to be hurl.
And Paul got better as the songs
progressed. And his friend knew he
would write about him and he picked
out the words that fit. fighting the
temptation to tell him those words in
front of everybody else. The words
seemed too trite to share with him in
front of everybody. The words need
saying: "Anybody who hears you play
will be a better person for it".
And when his friend returned Paul
did Lucky Mao again for him, despite
his verbal protestations to the
audience. wohom he pacified by doing
some other songs in between.
The first time was cold. He warmed
up with the songs that followed. And the
second time he closed his eyes,
furrowed his brow and held the
instrument dose to him. For the four
minutes that song lasted he overcame
his fear of being criticized and played
l'ike he knew it was in him to play. A
mind that can free itself of fear is
capable of great things. There is
wonder in that: a certain sense of
mag1c and a profound completeness.
His friend·s· response was "yeah"
That was all that needed saying.
Six days hefnre a friend asked me
·'what is mr1re complete than
completeness'? ··
And I asked h1s tl'n-year old daughter
that question Her response was,
"yeah.. .
That's how I knew that was all that
needed saying.
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unconventional journalism
unjournalism you have ever seen
I make no pretense about being ot
jective. And I welcome your inpul
1 wilJ share this page with anyone wb
has a need to express themselves upo;
it. Just ask and it's yours.
And now ; onward, upward and over
The Year End Blast

MY BACK
I'VE BEEN WONDERING lately
why I write this column. I thought for
awhile maybe it was just ego tripping,
which is a totally selfish endeavor. My
Back Papers reveals to you a lot about
me. Yet your reaction to it teUs you
more about yourself than I ever could.
It tells you a:.Out your fellow students in
a way that you never thought of them. It
is me wandering through the halls in
one of my pensive moods, or rapping in
the cafeteria with a group of friends, or
teasing at a party. lt is me telling you
about you and what is around you:
About the things you overlook because
you don't take the time to see; about the
friends around you who you don't even
know: about the smile you didn't share
with someone today who looked to you
for it.
It is you, GSU, as much as it is me.
Hemember that when you read it, as I
do when l write it.

A friend came

in the night,
and left an idea
to build upon

PAPERS
Tony Wardynal

When
When sometimes becomes always.
When straight becomes never.
\\'hen high becomes normal.
When tune becomes forevt'r.
When never becomes now.
When something het·omes nothing.
When everything becomes real.
When no one bE>t-cm1es everyone.
When a friend henunes a memory.
When a smile b~·comes an answer.
When a word become!' a sentence.

Taking It all In stri_d e;

·into light

l

SHE DOESN'T MOVE TOO FAST
YET SHE GETS PRETTY far. And
-she's come a long way. Compared to
-hers, our problems and daily frustrations seem petty.
- She likes herself a lot. She accepts
herself as a growing, developing entity
who overcomes obstacles many of us
never have and never will face. Just
standing for her used to b·~ a fight;
walking a struggle: living an energysapping nightmare.

She makes it to class here pretty
much on her own. She made it to the
Year End Blast where she could be with
fnends. She ate with two people she
hardly knew, joining them as fearlessly
as she takes on everything that comes
her way.
There is a gentle happiness that
comes from her that demands
admiration where most people would
substitute pity. And there is a strength
that is bewildering: A courage that is
awesome to behold: A perserverance
that is devastating: A warmth that
reaches beyond satisfaction.
What to most people would be
insurmountable, to her becomes a
challenge worth taking on. She cOUld
have chosen to hide. Instead she turned
what to some people appears to be a
clumsy stumbling about into a graceful
attempt at reaching out.
There are people in this place crying,
moaning and running around on their
two healthy hind legs who crawl
compared to her.

"Now that you are one, you will be required to travel upon
the roads of heU for that is where the peace you seek will
be found. Be careful my sun, the nights have darkness."
Written by my good friend Tom Mandel.
When a poet's words no longer rhyme.
And when a writer's words no longer have meaning.
And when in between becomes another home
because you know there's someone there who'll listen
because he wants to bear you when it seems that no one else does.
In between is a place that's warm
and sheltered from the night.
The boundary becomes a door that's always open to a friend
who knows the answer to th.e question he came to ask
because he wanted to hear someone else say the words
be had inside the inside within.
On one side of the door is inside
but only because on the other side is outside.
The words are defined by their relationship
to each other.
You can't have an outside without an inside,
and yet the outside comes from within.
It is from within that all theanswers.co~e.
It is from outside that all the questions come.
The inside knows.
The outside only understands.
In between lies the world.
All around lies the word.

January 20, J97S

Bonnie Koloc sang
and played at GSU
Ken Stacbon
THE VOICE HAS LOST some of its
mger.
But it bas taken on a new message.
The anger of protest has been
replaced by a desire to sing out and
bring happiness to listener's ears.
When it use to cry out against social
injustice, it now sings about life and
love. Bonnie Koloc has sung a lot of
different songs in her 11 years as a
professional, and she said her goal now
is to sing to make people happy.
Ms. Koloc was at Governors State
January 6 for a concert appearance.
Afterwards, she had some observations
about her singing, and about life.
" I'm going to be working more. I just
don't work a lot. I just decided last
week that singing is what I enjoy best of
anything in the whole world."
" It is the most enjoyable experience
that I know in my realm of experences.
And I like it better than anything; better
than making love. Anything, I'd rather
sing. I'd rather perform- when it's
really going well.," she said.
For Ms. Koloc, her music is her life.
Everything that comes before or after
is just waiting for the next performance.

•.. ~

" It's the easiest way to express
myself," she said.
Crowd reaction isn't always
necessary for her to sing.
" I sing alone at home. I sing in the
car, or when I'm fishing.
" But it's really nice to communicate
to a lot of people. It may sound corny,but it really is. I don't have to have
people to sing to. It's just something
that I enjoy. And when other people
enjoy it, it's even better.
" It's really fun to share something
you love wiUt someone else."
The worst part about the profession
for the Chicago singer is the business
aspeeL
" Unless you can isolate yourself with
people who can handle that (the
business aspect) , it'll drive you crazy.
" I'm terrible alit. I hate it. I don' t call
people back."
Ms. Koloc said that in her " real life"
she is a withdrawn, shy person.
"I don' t go to parties. I don't have
much of a social life. My whole thing,
really commWticating, is when I perform.
" I have very few close friends, and I
stay home a lot and my life is really
oretty boring, l would think, to a lot of
people.''
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Uand teacher, who bas been guest lecturer in mime and pantomime in the U

AU classified ads are free. We run each

WANTED Roommate. Female Only.

ad for three issues unless you teU us
otherwise.

See cashier. Cafeteria. Before

•••
FOR SALE Books for HLD modules in
Research :\1et h odology, Ch ild
Development, Human Memory, etc.
Call Sataka C312} 363-6969 or see me in
D. Burgest's office Tues., Wed., Thurs.
HLD.

•••

••*

2

PM.

FREE One-friendly medium-size black
d.og. Signals t.o go outside and inside.
One week left on landlady's ultimatum.
Call Pat O'Sullivan ext. 2198, 2280, 8 to 4
weekdays.

•••

PERSONAL. Thanks to whomever
found my checkbook and turned it in to
the Lost-and-Found.

*•*

FOR SALE Smith-Cor ona Galaxie
Typewriter. elite type. portal)le with
case. exceUent condition. $50 or best
. CaU 747-4945 after 5 PM.

PERSONAL. I a m looking for a hypnotist. Contact me. CCS mailbox 225.

FOR SALE 1970 Delta 88 Olds 4-Dr.
Hardtop. Air conditioning. CaU 798-

. LOOK. LOOK. LOOK. Persons interested in purchasing used furniture
(tables, lamps, chairs) cali _Kim ext.

•••

7460.

•••

FOR RENT Two bedrooms, 2 single
beds in one room. 1 single bed in other
room, kitchen privileges. Park Forest.
Near university and plaza.

•• •

FOR RENT Need someone to sublease
my apartment. Edgewood Apts. Steger.
1 Bedroom $165/ mo. CaU after 5.
Shabazz 821-6359. Kar emah 339-5411.

..-.

HELP WAi'ITED. Be Your Own Boss!
In divid ual with accounting or
bookkeeping background to fill out
Income Tax Returns. Call 622-1515.
Keep trying!

•••

WANTED. Used furniture any condition. Need to furnish my pad. Free or
cheap. CaU 748-8461.

•••

•••

2144/74.

•••

HI! My name is rnA. I'm your neighbor

and Fuller Brushman. We know in the
past you have been satisfied with Fuller
Brush · products. So why not renew a
pleasant relationship. If t here is
anything I can do for you, please call
747-UZ4. Thanks! P.S. We have a whole
new line of products.
30
WANTED

FULL TIME WORKER
J UNIOR ACCOUNTANT TO ASSIST
C.P .A.
Must be a recent gr aduate with an
accounting major. Job location;
FLOSS:M:OORr':IExcellent opportunity
for the right person. CONTACT MRS.
GREEN at 798-6768.

A day in the life of a student
by Ramonita Segarra
The electric buzzer on my clock t adio
awakens me from a dreamfilled sleep,
never faihng to a lert me into stark
reality. Anoth('r day ...
So T rise still tired frol1l the nieht
before, cursing the landlora for his
persistent energy conservation and
trembJjng, don my clothes. It's easy to
choose something to wear, my

·-

wardrobe limited by a students' hard
earned wages.
On the way to the bathroom my 18
pound cat. Toulouse, attacks me and
proceeds to bite my shin. Numb from
sleep I go ahead and ceremoniously
prepare a tasteless omelette, Toulouse,
begging for his Tender Vittles. 1 gulp
down and spit up a zip of spoiled orange
juice after having left the lid off.
It's 8:45 and I was supposed to have

~

~

College of Cultural Studies. He is presently co-producing the Chicago based
"Solar Mime Troupe." He has taught mime at Coventry cathedraJ in Coventry,
Christ College at ~alparais~ University, and Duncaster College in England. Ht!
was co-producer-director With Geoffrey Buckley's " Commedia dell' arte Mime
Troupe," performingin England at Stratford-upon-Avon, Duncaster, Coventry.
and Off-Church. In America they performed a season in Chicago.
In the workshop, "Study of Materials and Stage Dynamics." materials as
found in nature (rubber, metals, gums, etc.) will be examined and
experimented with in the context of mime and improviSation. Through these
experiments the nature of dramatic conflict and the mime of identification \\-ill
be explored. Through experiments the dynamics of the stage will be examined
and used with the knowledge of the first half of the workshop. Again the analysis
of movement will take up the first period of each meeting. The target group for
the workshop is actors, stage directors, theater teachers, choreographers,
mimes, those in aesthetic education, or anyone with interest. No prior tra.ining
is needed.
February 3, 6, 10, 13, 17, 20. Monday and Thursday, Multi-Purpose Room, 9:30
x - 12:00, 1 Unit. For information call 798-7623.

~
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left for work at8:25so 1 run out the door
dropping a book and stepping on
Toulouse's tail. I rush outside and run
back inside having forgoUe n my
glasses. What a start.
Tom, my car, a neat yeltow job,
refuses to start this particular morning
because it is raining and protests my
need to drive it to work. The points are
damp so I go out into the rain and pull
off the distributor cap so l can spray a
little ether on the points. My neighbor
does it all the lime. However, I can't
replace the cap because the cap is too
new and the clamps are tight. After
hassling several minutes and emerging
greasy I give up and return inside to
,call t_he office. What wiiJ I saf,. this
mornmg? Bosses never beJjeve the
truth. Someone at work reminds me
I'm especially needed this morning.
Nevertheless, I remind him that there
is no possible way I can get to GSU.
Tom will not start on rainy days.
I sit down, cursing the thought I have
of needing a husband or a man about
the house. The ~ues set in. At least at
GSU there are beings I can talk to and
!civilized > sounds. Even though my
fingerprints get lonely in the crowd.
Flashback. I dream of swimming in
the Bahamas with some tall dark and
handsome dude. but the Bell telephone
company brings
back to reality.
" No, I don't care to order anything
from the JC Pennys' catalogue even
though there is a sale... l have plenty of
sheets--all bought on saJe."
Finally I'm free and sit at my

me

ww
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·cluttered desk. There is a stack of
unfinished school projects and books. I
grab a book, of course, and put it down,
dissatisfied with it. Instead I decide to
figure out my bills for this month. State
Farm, r m afraid, will be sending me
not one but three notices and a threat
this month. Oh well, Maybe somewhere
oul there is a good man who will sweep
me off my feet and pay off my debts for
me. I could learn to cook with Betty
Crocker quick.
Toulouse gets obnoxious and I feed
him his ration of Tender Vittles. He
stares as if sayin' , "They put fresh fish
in Morris' bowl", and makes liars out of
the tube.
Such is the life of a student. A GSU
student nevertheless, and ~ey are
known for their innovativeness and
strength. 1 must not let GSU down so I
raise. my spirits. It's difficult because
just then the Bell rings and it's my dad.
He wants to know what I do all the time.
I remind him that he really doesn''
want to know what I do.
" Sit down, girl," I say to myself
outloud. I whistle a lillie and my birds
join me as I stare at the January rain. I
want to write a poem, but ali i can think
of is Rod McCuen and his rainy day
poems. Life isn't that romantic, I want
to tell him when I meet him.
Tuesday is coming. I hope the sun
shows itself at least enough to fool Tom
so I can get out the slump. Things may
happen at GSU Tuesday. Maybe even
something beautiful.

Jtlrfuary20, 1975
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My role as planner
J\1 \' I !OLE as <1 pl<mner for rny own
· dl'SI IIl:'o <Hid the luture generalt<ms who

will come after me is a very complex
one which can't be summed up with
stereotyped labels such as activist,
artist, technocrat, etc.
I see society in general as a complex
structure through, which people act
directly and indirectly through their
institutions. r view myself as an
idealist in the. sense that there are
many agents of our own design, which
are fundamentally enlightening and
oriented to the betterment of life for
everyone. I also know that there are
many stratified outdated

GSUoHers

'

,l;i

~

11

is the duty of those woo they are supvosed to serve to eliminate their influence from the lives ot those ·mey
manipulate.
Fundamental values if not adhered to
are the basis of all hypocrisy and
misery. If initiated for human betterment and maintaining the quality of
life, the physical manifestations of
human intuition and awareness can be
lwau11 1111. It 1s ll ll' '\\lllot lilt• llldt\'Hiucll

Governors State University will be
offering a Children's Workshop in
Mime, Movement, and Creative
Dramatics beginning January 25, 1975
from 11:00 - 1:00 on Saturdays in the
Drama Workshop. The Workshop
Coordinator will be John Szostek.
In the Workshop the children will
develop Balance, Rhythmn, and Free
Movement in a non-stress environment.
In Creative Dramatics, which in this
context means they will not be working
on a production but will develop a
fertile imagination, th~y will exer6se
their imaginations and balanced l::iodies
in non-competitive, free im provisations. ·Some of the exercises
such as Eurhythmics and the· daily
body and breath exercises can be done
throughout life. They will also learn
Pantomime Blanche as an expressive
form, but it is not an aesthetic but a
technique for creative expression. This
Children's Workshop can be an excUing, liying experience.
The dates o[ the workshop are
January 25, February 8, 15, March 8, 15,
22, 29, and April 5 and 12.
I£ you are interested in enrolling for
the workshop registration will be on
January 25 at 11:00 in the Drama
Workshop at Governors State
University. There is no fee. For more
information call John at 798-7623 or
Temmie Gilbert at G.S.U. _
•

l ·1l aht ar 1<1111:-m allll dmns wtnd1 must

be observed and adhered to for the
betterment of all concerned.
Authoritarian hierarchies must be the
product of those they serve; not versa
visa. If their purposeJ s to erect ivory
(·1\\' ('1:-{IJI l tlflll ll' l tlf flelllSt' [\' CS. lfle11

courses
for little
people in
•
m•me,
creative
dramatics

I;

h u 1 l' a u n a l' 1 c s. w h H' h <tr e 11 u l
responsive to the needs of society
because they have lost touch with the
people they are supposed to represent.
The philosophy of "take the easy
route at the expense of the less able;" is
a concept whic;h has been falaciously
pursued for too long by too many. To
plant a highway through a park
because some engineer thinks it looks
pretty and there is no one to object to it
doesn't justify destroying tlie park for
some outdated "plan."
There is a very fine bazy line between
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It is recommended"'that llie
chitdttfu
•
S•
wear loose fitting clothes or leotards orshorts and that they refrain f-r!:lm eating
one hour before the session;.

and sooiety in general which must
dictate policies which effect the lives of
millions of people. If a democracy
recog.nizes only the majority and
forgets the minority there is no justice.
If a privileged minority imposes its will
upon themaj~rity_ there is t~rann~.
It is up to each and every one of us to
seek our own common good, but not at
the expense of the other guy or gal,
ll('l'ausc•alltlm l 1:- ut•e.ded lm l~T~IIIIIY or
11<~11 1 111!!. That 1s ~Ally IJCopi<' must
11111 C'<IIH' I <ll!- \\ 1!11 1 Ull )h<,:tu lnlil' touch

become informed of what goes on
around them, so they can have a
stronger more direct influence upon the
outside forces whic!l influences .how

they are to live.
History, planning, art and all of our
cultural heritage are liltle more than
a fluctuating panorama of people, their
ideas, their -implementation and their
failures. Nothing in the universe is
static, so people who plan cities or run
the institutions which people deal with
each "Other through must realize this
fact. If the institutions and public
organizations are allowed to become
ritualized and suoerficiaJ, the
bureaucrats who run them lose touch
with reality and manipulate their
public as a resource instead of acting as
public servants. It is the responsibility
of all those who we delegate authority
to use it wisely; otherwise we must
remove them and/ Dr restructure our
institutions toto responsive coalitions of
individuals who work for the public
instead of working the public.

LRC

~ree

Guide

available now
BRAND NEW AND FREE for the
3Sking is the attractive LEARNING

RESOURCES CENTER GUIDE,
:1vailable at the circulation desk in
LRC.
In addition to providing complete
information on effective use of all
Learning Resource Center Services,
the GUIDE contains a detailed map of
Phase One of the university. Like 1110st
libraries, the LRC deals mainly fn
books, but maintains a large collection
of other materials. Everything from
Audiorecords to Videotapes are easily ·
located with the help of the GUIDE and
the many staff librarffins on hand at all
times.
To fully serve the GSU community,
hours were expanded recently.
Collections are now accessible weekdays from 8:30 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.,
Saturdays 8:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Sundays 1:00 to 5:00P.M. when classes
are in session.
Edited _bv Richard W. Newman and
designed by Linda L . Willard, the guide
features some striliflg. photographs of
the University and the LRC by Richard
Burd. The guide was produced in
cooperation with the Instructional
Communications Center and the Office
of CommWlications at GSU.

VFW needs your membership
The Maj. Charles Hunt, Veterans of Foreign Wars post 2024 needs the
membership'of all G.S. U. veterans who have served overseas. The 'VFw needs
your membership to reinforce the power base which it needs to fight for
necessary legislation affecting veterans.
" While the nation bas demonstrated its gratitude to veterans, it is an unhappy
fact. that, as the mem~ry of war dims there is always a faction _working
~ntrnuo,usly to undermrne veterans' benefits. They are alert to any sign of
matte~t10n so they can make their move. Time and time again they have tried.
E.acb time, the V.F. W. has fought them back. Bu~ the organization's only source
o~ streng~h. i~ its membership, Every elfgible veteran should help protect his
nghts by Jommg the V.F.W. -The V.F. W. Story (revised edition).
Even as a rank and file member you have the power to iintroduce resolutions
''dealing wiith both state and national organization policy." The VFW works for
all VE;terllrui, whether they qualify for membership or not. For this reason you
are urged to contact Ron~ldL. Matthews at 955-3300 or 799-21!34, day or night.
" ... the V.F.W. has either initiated or strongly supported every major
veterans: l_aw no~ on the ~ooks." This includes the educational benefits you
are recetvmg while attending Governors State University.
~n order to e_stablish membership eligibility in VFW, it is necessary to show
e~dence of overseas service as described on your DD 214 or other honorable
discharge certificate.

Book Review

All the President's Men
Jean Kalwa
ONE OF THE BEST of the crop of
Watergate books , ALL THE
PRESIDENT'S MEN by Carl Bernstein
and Bob Woodward (Warner Paperback Library, $1.95) is now on the racks
in supermarkets and drugstores.
This one combines the virtues of both
scorecard and play-by-play account of
the break-in and coverup and subsequent efforts by the young reporters
on the Washington Post to uncover the
facts . It takes us from the first
Saturday morning phone call toWoodward a few hours alter the breakin June 17, 1972 until well past the
•·point in lime" where Ron Ziegler
publicly apologized to the Post and the

reporters for his previous "overenthusiastic" denials of the truth of their
statements. It's be.en said that the book
reads like an engrossing detective
novel. Actually, it's better than all
[bose E. Howard Hunt potboilers. Tales
of tapped phones, rampant paranoia on
all sides and secret meetings with
scared informants keep the pace fast
and suspense at a high le.vel, even
though we all know how it comes oul in
the end. If you have time to read only
one book on Watergate, ALL THE
PRESIDENT'S 1\IIEN is probably your
best choice.
This book is interesting on other
levels too. One finishing it, on·e has the
sense that while it is true the country
will be in serious trouble if young prople
generally follow Gordon Strachan's
advice to stay out of politics, we-will be
in good shape anyway as long ~s we
have men and women of lhe caliber of
Bernstein and Woodward i n the media.
ln a sense, this book is a story of the
free press and how it operates under
pressure as much as it is a tale .of
corruption in high places. The authors
are skilled 4t letting us know about the
long hours, the frustrati..qg delays. the
endless chec-king to separate facJ from
rumor and the often dead-ended trails
that lie in wait for the investigative
reporter.
This is a serious book, but it's full of
funny incidents and incisive portraits of
those involved. Bernstein and Woodward never seem to lose their ability to
view the Watergate affair as human
comedy. The writers are not averse to
turning their humor on themselves,
especially when they describe the- way
their relationship developed from being
wary competitors to collaborators to
friends.

Bernstein and Woodward guote the
Wall Street Jow-nal's description of
their boss , Benjamin Bradlee ,
Execut]ve Editor of the Post, as looking
like an international jewel thief. Il was
Ben Bradlee who quietly permitted the
famous quote by .John Mitchell to be
prinled deleting only the words, " her
tit." from "All that crap, you're putting
it in the paper? It's all been denied.
Katie Graham's gonna get her tit
caught in a big fat wringer if that's
published."
Some of the incidents assume comicopera prnportions. Ken Clawson, a
former Post repbrter who worked for
the White House, admitted wrifrng the
infamous · 'Catruck le.tter" which
played a large part in dampening
Senator Mus1de' s hopes for the
Democratic pr_esidential nomination.
Clawson was not, so much concerned
that his part in th.e_Canuck letter caper
would be made public as he was
worried that his reputation would suffer
because the admiss-ion was made over a
drink in the apartment of another Posl ~
reporter, Marilyn Berger. During a
subsequent conversation with Berger,
Clawson pleaded, "Marilyn, I have a
wife and a family and a dog and a_cat."
Later, be even phoned Bradlee to ask
that the circumstances under which he
admitted writing the Canuck letter not
be printeil.
The Watergate story is still
unraveling. The guilty verdicts against
Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Mitchell and
Mardian for their part in the cover-up
were brought ip the weekend I read the
book, and the end isn't yet in sight. ALL
THE PRESIDENT'S NIEN is an invaluable aid to all of us Watergatewatchers interested in how it began.
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Unique BPSSADcom~nunications
(Continued from Page 3)

area of emphasis are modules in
television production including both
studio classes and uses of low cost video
technology. The University has both
black and white and color studios
located in its Instructional Communication Center which are used
primarily to produce instructional
materials, but which will also help
support the mass media academic
program.
Film modules to be offered in
March/ April include the History of
Creative Film, and Writing for Media.
Other learning modules to be offered
within the program are The Film
Makers Vision and Techniques,
Animation Techniques, Single Concept
Film production using super eight film,
Aesthetics in Film, Blacks in Film, and
Propaganda in Film _and Television.
Photography students have a choice
between the Popular Culture and Invention and Creativity programs in
CCS. Photography classes within
Popular Culture include those having
mass applications such as photojournalism. Listed for the March/ April
session are Photo Cell, and introductory self-instructional learning
module in basic photographic
technique, Introduction to Color Film
and Processing , History of
Photography , and Photoessay as
Cultural Study, a module concerned
with photodor.umentary and others.
Studentsinterestedin photography as a
fine art have the option of enrolling in
the Invention and Creativitv oro.e:ram.
Other learning modules listed under
Popular Culture, in CCS for !.\larch/
April include Historv of Radio and
Television, Visual Literacy: Perception of Visual Symbols, Communications Education for Classroom
Teachers , and Women in Cross
Cultural Perspective.
The concentration of mass media
studies in the College of Cultural
Studies leaves the Communication
Science program in the College of
Human Learning and Development.
Areas of Emphasis currently staffed
with faculty are interpersonal and
organizational communication.
educational technology, and communi cation disorders. Students
studying media may complete their
degrees in the program where they
started.

NBC to
present
GSU

Thus students studying educational
applications of media, or interested
in the use of media in the context of
organizational communications or
interpersona l communications rna)
find themselves in the Communicatior
Science program in the College o
Human Learning and Development
Learning modules scheduled foa
March/ April in HLD includE
Television for Teachers, Instructional
De velopmen t Design, Managing
Communications Systems, Practicum
in Educational Technology, Culture and
Communication, Impact of Cybernetics, Communication Research,
Advertising Strategy and Consumer
Behavior. Fundamental Principles in
Human Communicaton, and AudioVisual Materials in Libraries.
ln any event, the interdisciplinary
programs of the University allow the
student to choose learning modules on a
University-wide basis regardless of the
student's college. Students studying
mass media who enroll in that area of
emphasis within the Popular Culture
program of the College of Cultural
Studies will be encouraged to develop
study plans which include modules in
the other interdisciplinary programs of
the College as well as the University as
a whole.
The television production sequences
now in an early stage of their
development are a good example of the
interests of the colleges and the
collaboration of concerned faculties. In
March/ April, Professor Mike Stelnicki
in HLD will coordinate a module on
Television for Teachers, making
primary use of Low cost video
technology. A basic black and white
studio class titled Dynamics of
Television: Production and Direction
will be offered by Mel Muchnik in CCS
in May/ June followed by a workshop
by Muchnik in July/ August. Also in
May/ June, Stelnicki is scheduled - to
coordinate a learning mo5Jule on
Community Use of Television, again
making use of low cost half inch video
equipment. Studio classes in television
production are planned through CCSior
the fall ai both basic and advanced
levels with a color television class
tentatively planned for late 1975. The
color studio is now in the process of
being installed.

Money Matters

"Nebula."
The three day display was the
frrst combined effort to meet and
seek out the educational needs of
people in the community. School
administrators say there will be
other exh1bit1ons in the future.

The ISSC Monetary Award processing for the 1974-75 academic year has been
re-oopened. The new deadline date is February 1, 1975.
Eligible and financially needy applicants will receive benefits effective the
second term (quarter or semester) of the 19'74-75 year and be eligible for
benefits thr~ugh the summer of 1975 based on the results of this appliication.
!"e~ apphcants for 1974-75 awards are to use the white 1974-75 ISSC ap~hcahon pac~et. Supplies of this application packet are very limited at this
time. Please first use what forms are available in your offices then write us if
n~ces~ary. for additional suppljes as you need them. A new supply of ~p
phcataon packets has been requested and should be available within two weeks.
We en.coura~~ you to publicize this new opportunity, especially to aU
prospective- eligible applicants already enrolled or scheduled to enroll next
term. U you wish. students can write us directly for a 1974-75 application. Be
sure you, or they, specify the correct year when ordering application materials.
Two separate announcements of the new awards will be made. Award ann~uncementss on or a~ut January 5 and February 15 are planned. Late applicants already applymg after our October 1, 1974 deadline and received notice
fr~m us that they were late for 1974-75 wiU be processed and informed by us of
th1s fact. They are not to resubmit an application.
. I~ is now known that quarter schools will receive two second quarter payment
hstings (January 15 and February 25). Semester schools wiJI receive one
second semester payment listing on February 25, 1975.
We thank you in advance for all the efforts you will use to make known to
students of this new opportunity to apply for 1974-75 ISSC Monetary Awards.
Students who applied earlier this year and were refused should also reapply.

Director co111ing to GSU
THE DLRECTOR OF THE ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY will
lecture at Governors State University.
Dr. Ro?ert G. Sachs will appear February 7 at 8 p.m. in the university
commumty conference room.
"En~rgy Options" ~ill be his_subject in " The First Friday Series" offered by
th~ Sc1ence Commuruty council of the College of Environmental and Applied
Sc1ences.
Notable speakers, mainly in the fields of science and social science. are
~resent~d free of charge for general audiences as a community service on the
f1rst ~nday of each month through May. There is a reception for the speaker
followmg each program. Refreshments are served.
J?r. Sac?s. also professor of physics, Enrico Fermi Institute, University of
Ch1cago. IS author of " Nuclear Theory" and _g1any articles on theoretical
phySICS.

Lloyd DeG.-ane

NBC-TV tchannel 51 wiil
present a special Sunday mornIng program featuring
Governors State University and
Praine State College on January
26

~t

10:00

am.

An 1\BC production {!rew from
"Memorandum,'' Channel Five's
new weeldl program accenting
aMiflmunity affairs, filmed the
two schools •·meeting the communi!~ · at Lincoln Mall m
1\lallcson, several miles north of
GSU's permanent campus.

--

,.,.

The show. hosted by :-iBC's
Dori Wilson. was made on
January 9. Students and staff
from GSU and neighboring
Prairie State assembled an open
stage and information center in
the Malls main lobby.
Shoppers were treated to
exhib Lions in printmaking
techniques , prose reading.
maLerial arts. cborat concert and
music provided by the GSU jazz
ensemble and rock/ jazz group
')•, i \",

1\.'

I

I

;"

A -.111 !

COMING SOOH".IN an attempt to develop a comprehensive look at ·university activities. medlo ff"eoi<s (students}
have creatfJd ~video news servlce.wTHf flfC"fRIC MIRROR. About the program, tom Morey, Electric mirror staff
member, said da.J~ anybody have any papers? No? WeU, then go tum on the T.V. set,

t,

'----:-:----___;;.-- -=---
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GSU sholNs
all at
Lincoln Mall
A four- day smorgasbord of opportunities in higher education was
spread out Tor South suburbanites at
Lincoln Mall in Matteson J1tnuary 9
through 12-. Sponsored jointly by PrairieState College and Governors State
University, the exhibition featured live
entertainment, speakers and demonstrations by faculty member:s and
i students from both schools. As an effort
to stimulate interest in the community
to the programs offered here, the
exhibition was a resounding success.
Joan Evanchuk of Governors State
opened the exhibition Thursday with a
printmaking demonstration. Later in
the day, NBC-ChannelS was on hand to
tape a show with hostess Dori Wilson.
GSU's. Electric Mirror taped the NBC
taping, and we'll all be able to see the
results of that production soon, courtesy of the Electric Mir ror's new videotaped GSU news 'Service. Crowds wereentertaiped for the rest of the afternoon
and evening by the Prairie State Choru&
directed by David Carrither, Nebula,
GSU's soft-rock group featuring
Palmer Freed on piano, Billy Salter on

Jonuory 20, 1975
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'

drums and Paul Parker, guitarist, and
Raymond Green, pianist-singer from
GSU. The Prairie State continuing
education program presented a complete demonstration of karate
techniques to round out the gay.
Friday's events were punctuated by
the appearances of the GSU Conemporazy Chamber Music group, guitarist
Paul Parker, a skit, "School is the
Thing," put on by the Black-Student
Union at Prairie State Coltege, and a
performance by concert pianist Dale
Wilson. That evening, GUS's Dennis
Lostine presented the on~act play,
"Lemonade/' and the Prairie State
Senior Citizens Kitchen Bank showed us
all bow delightful music can be made
with ordinary ki t:chen and household
utensils.
Saturday shoppers at Lin.coln Mall
were entertained by vocalist Carol
O'Connor from GSU. Later, GSU's
award-v.'inning band, the J azz Experience , performed twder the
direction of Dr. Warrick Carter. On
Sunday, GSU's Nebula returned with
more good vibrations. and the
exhibition ended with the magical
mime theatrics of John Szostek of
Governors Stat-a.
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Cooperative Education as it
relates to your situation

tOn another note, the ·u.s. Civil
THINK WARM! That is the . which is just a bop, skip and a
thought for the day. Since it is jwnp away, and Southern lllinois Service Commissio.n will be at
currently freezing it is difficult to University, which is farther away GSU for recruiting purposes and
concentrate on anything. In an but a nice trip if you're so in- to give out job information on
effort to "Think Warm", consider clined . Transportation to April9 and 10. Notification, with
Australia where it is currently Australia is paid for you and your the aid of the computer will be
summer . We have just been family and you could depart in send out at a later date as to time
notified that there are teacher April or- May, 1975. The only and place. If you wish further
vacancies in Australia and they drawback being that when it information prior to the notices,
will be -recruiting for these finally gets warm here, it will be please contact Burt Collins in the
positions at the end of January winter in Australia! (Please see Main Co-op office. Who knows,
possibly you could get hired for a
and first of February. Un- Sandy Conely or Burt Collins for
fortunately, the recruitment will further information regarding position down South where
not take place at GSU, but will be th"e positioos.l~om"!
held at Illinois State University,

J-7-sc

JOB IN EUROPE

9 a.m . to 2:30-Light bookkeeping

D-3-BC
D-20-SC
Summer J obs in Europe 1975 Executive Director of a rural
booklet is now in at the main Co- community Mental Hea lth
op office.See Sandy Conley or Center . Begin immediately.
Burt Co llins for more Master of Science degree in
inforrnalion.
clinical psychology or related
D-s-BC
field with experience or formal
Wisconsin State Civil Service training in admini stration
Vacancy Bulletin is now in at the needed. Deadline for application
ma111 Co-op office. See Burt January 24, 1975.
Collins or Sandy Conley for more
information.
COUNSELING
D-&-BC
Alumni Affairs Coordinator to D-21-BC
assume responsibility within the Limited number of counseling
SUNY central administration for positions and assistantships to
assisting emerging campus qualified students who are
alumni programs and ser ving as interested in working with young
l1 a1son with mu lti-campus children suffering from primary
system's Confederation of behavior disorders of childhood.
Alumni Associations. Successful Full time counselors positions to
experience in all aspects of those who have a Bachelor's
alumni programming essential. degree.
Communication skills necessary.
Located in New .York.
PSYCHOLOGIST
DIRECTOR OF P.R.
D-13-BC
Director of Public Relations.
Needed to plan, execute and
manage public relations program
involving hill range of PR
junctions, including news bureau,
media relations, publications and
·institutional promotion. Writing
skills essential. Journalistic or
pub I ic relations writing
experience preferred, college PR
experience a plus. Familiarity
with graphics and layout helpful.
Located in metropo l itan
Cincinnati area.
D-14-LF
Manpower Planner to head a
comprehensive manpower
survey project. Will supervise 2
employees, need planning
background, supervisory skills
and data processing knowledge.
Should be BA or !'viA candidate. 9
month position. Can be Co-op.
Start January, 1975.
TEACHER
D-17-LF
Small nearby college needs part
lime teacher for Organic
Chemistry/ early
afternoon
course, Quantalive
Chemistry/ morning course, Biochemistry/ later afternoon
course. Begin about January 15.
Desire a Ph.D., but will consider
other degrees.
D-18-BC
Opening in Internal Department
Cor a recent graduate. Should
have course work in Business
Administration, Economics or
other related areas as well as
:some exposure 'to a forei_g'n
language. Starting salary-$650
per month. Entry level position,
requires no travel.'
D-L9-SC
Title l.Special Reading Teacher.
Grades :H3 -begin January 20,
1975. Prefer special education or
extensive reading background.
l..oc-ated in Roberts, Illinois.
MENTAL HEALTH
CENTER DIRECTOR

qualifications. per course.
Master's d~ree or experience
equivalent. Teaching freshman
compositon. Effective date,
Spring, 1975.
J-6-BC
Faculty or Research position
opening. tn Medicine as an
Assistant Professor. $32,000
Requirements-M.D. with
teaching and research
experience. Specia l t yGastroenterology. Effect! ve
date. 7/1/ 75.

D-22-BC
Psychologist-experience working
with deaf and hard of hearing,
bul not required Teacher
Consultants 1Dlinois Supervisory
Certificate required> Deaf and
hard of hearing, with experience
in junior and senior high school.
Multiple and / or physically
handicapped_ Parent/ Infant
educa t or for handicappedexperience in working with G-5
age group and parents.
Audiologist- background in
instruction with deaf and hard of
hearing, to be part of a diagnostic
unit.
D·23-BC
Needed: High School Consumer
Educat1on Teacher, Elementary
School General Vocal Music
Teacher. High School Economics
Teacher wlw can also teach some
soc1al studies.
D-24-SC
Territorial Salesman. Full time,
days. Open salary. Car furnished.
TUTORS
D-25-TD
Tutors needed in Accounting,
Communications
Skill-Writing
and Reading, Reading, English,
Math, Science, Counseling,
Biology.
D-26-BC
Swimming Pool Director.
Previous teaching experience.
Must have knowledge of pool
operation and maintenance.
Responsible for developing and
conducting waterfront programs
for all pool operations. Part time.
D-27-BC
Nature Directors. Responsible
for developing and conducting
nature program. Must have
course work in Natural Sciences
and Environmental education.
D-28-BC
Sports and Recr~tion Directors.
Teach riflery, archery, golf, and
soccer. Have a general
knowledge ot sports and games.
Part time.

D-29-BC
Crafts Director. Course work and
strong background in Art and
Nature Crafts. Responsible for
developing and conducting
creative c r aft programs.
including ordering supplies and
maintaining extensive inventory.
Parllime. ·
D-3G-BC
Boating and Canoeing Director.
Teach rowing and canoeing,
supervise care of equ.ipment, and
boating safety. W.S.I. and small
craft certification required. Part
lime.
CAMP DIRECTOR

and typing. some clerical Five
days a week. $3 per hour.
PermanenL.
J-8-BC

Will County Sherrif's Police will
be holding testing for
appointment to the Force .
Prospective candida tes must be
21 prior lo actual appointment, a
high school graduate, and will be
subjected to extensive physical.
aptitude. and psychological
testmg as well as an in-depth
background investigation prior to
appointment. Salary range is <for
patrolmenJ $9.900 to S12,650.
.J-9-SC
Babysitter for 5 or li preschoolers for Women's Bible
Study Group. 9:45 to 11 :45
Wednesday only. Salary
negotiable.

J-21-RH
Planning lntern-Assist with fiscal
preparation of master plan for a
small village. Preparation of
charts, maps, and tables.
J -22-SC
Teacher Aid. Work with High
School age 1 16-2 1l trainable
students in a lab workshop
atmosphere. 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Salary $4,000 per year. Male
preferred.
J-17-LF
Laboratory
Technician.
QualityControl La b. To run
routine analysis on
pharmaceuticals and raw
materials. Salary, $173/ week.
BA 111 chemistry or in the analyst
program required.
J-18-TD
Need persons to teach an adult
and continuing education course.
Specific teaching area needs:
Management by Objectives
Supervisory Management, The
American Ind ian, Memory
Development. Securities and
lnvestmen Ls.
Co nsumer
Education. Appalachian
1-'o I k I or e . Pri son Reform
Pn>grams. Urban & Suburban
Plamung. Teacher should have
had pertinent educat1on and/ or
practical experience in field of
course. Experience in teaching
helpful although not a necessity.
J-19-TH
Major Cl1icago mdustrial wishes
to employ a Co-op student part
tune to - develop a college
recrUitment manual. Salary open
In negotiation.

D-31-BC
Summer Camp Djrector. June to
August 1975. S500 per month.
Responsible for overall program
direction. training supervising
PLANNER
J-13-RH
staff. camp business
administration. Part time.
Plruming Aid, Perform general
D-32-BC
.
dutres related to land use
Primiti ve Camp Director . surveys . Some flexibility in J -20-SC
5th or 6U1 grade teacher.privale
Conduct programs in outdoor hours.
schoo l. and 3rd grade
BIOLOGIST
cooking, camp craft and
needed. Need 5th or 6th by
backpacking and interest in J-16-LT
Nature Crafts. A.C.A. camp Biologist for pharmaceutical II :HI 75. 3rd grade response by
company. To do animal assaymg :!/ 75. Salary S6.000 star ting, but
crafter. Part lime.
as U.S.P. pyrogen, ACTH. depends on experience. 9 a .m. to
such
D-33-BC
Part time cashier fr.om 6 to 10 and other bio assays. $173/ week. :1 p.m . Prefer Math major for 5th
p.m. Sell Beer, Pop, Wine, etc. BA in chemistry or in the analyst l)f' 6th_
Btology is required.
$2.25 per hour. Part time.
C()..()P CODE
How to read the Magic Numbers
J-1-BC
appearing at the end of each Job Description
Summer student assistant
positions available to all R.N. JOB# N - 12 - 12 - BC
students. Full time, days, p.m. 's,
or nights.
MONTH <November>
JOB I.D. !1 ( 12)
LIBRARIAN
COORDINATOR <Burt Collins)
J -2-BC
Faculty or Research position
opening. In Library department
as an In struc to r / Assistant
Professor.
$10,000-$ 12 , 000
depending upon qualifications.
Required-Master of . Library
Science from an ALA accredited
school plus two years or more of
experience in public services
work. Supervisory experience
desired. Serve as Readers
Advisor in Undergraduate
Library, giving assistance to
students & faculty in selection
and use of appropriate materials.
Effective date, June 1, 1975.
J-3-BC
Faculty or Research position
opening. In Mathematics
department as an Instructor or
Assistant Professor (2 positions>
$11,()0()..$15,000. Required-Award
of Ph.D. in Mathematics at a
University recognized as having
a superior Mathematics
Department.
Strong
recommendations , oral and
wr itten, from respected
mathematicians. Effective dale,
August 15, 19'75.
RESEARCH
J -5-BC
Faculty or Research position
opening. In English Department
as Part time Lecturer. Cf>ossible
8-12J $750-$1200 depending on

Now that you know how to read the Magic Numbers, .Jlere's what
you d~ next. Cut out the job description and take it to the coor·
dinator responsible for that position.
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
ROOM NUMBERS & TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Central

Room

Phone

BC-Burt Collins

2164/2163

D-1205

W6/ 2ZT7
W6/2ZT7
2164/ 2163

D-3324
D-3326

BPS
RK- Robert Kelley
MR -Marshall Reavis
ES-Elaine Strauss

D-1206

.,,

ccs
TH -Tom Haugsby

2459

B-2314

2494
2489
2493

A-1120.
A-1121
A-1122

2212

C-3608
C-3607

EAS

LF Leon Fennoy
RH - Russell Hollister
JW -Jack Wysong
HLD

TD-TomDeem
CT- Carolyn Talbott

t

2359
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